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IMQ Intuity’s BLUE TEAM services allow you to increase your security as well as your
compliance with standards and regulations. It brings you up to speed on your current
issues and how they impact your reality, helping you manage all aspects of security with a
modern and proactive approach and implement an effective protection strategy.

WHY BLUE TEAM SERVICES ARE GOOD FOR YOUR BUSINESS

PROTECTION
Ensure corporate security:
To correct the most critical vulnerabilities, strengthen technological
safeguards, monitor and respond to risk situations.

COMPLIANCE
Correctly comply with the required regulations and standards:
ISO27001, PCI-DSS, AgID, GDPR, Internal compliance and much more.

AWARENESS
Increase internal awareness:
Make the human factor a key element for the security of the business.
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The goal of the service is to analyze the state of the company's security posture
against common best practice and to suggest corrective actions.
The IMQ Intuity Security Assessment service was developed according to the model
proposed by CIS (Center for Internet Security), to enable us to obtain an assessment of
the company's IT security maturity level and to highlight any shortcomings in the
protection of business and personal data.

Interview with IT personnel, based on CIS18 standard
External Infrastructural Penetration Test
Internal Vulnerability Assessment
Wi-Fi Penetration Test
System Configuration Analysis: Windows Server and Client, Firewall,
Core Switch/Router, Database, Active Directory

ACTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Control Mapping: CIS vs ISO27001 or others
standards
Risk Scenarios

1.

2.

SIZING
Based on company size and
complexity
Small
Medium 
Enterprise

BEST WITH
Security Assessment is a perfect companion of the Red Team Attack
Simulation. 
The latter uses a more empirical and effective approach to highlight
weaknesses and impacts, while the Security Assessment is based on a
formal approach aimed to understand the implementation level of controls
and procedures.

SECURITY ASSESSMENT
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A system bug, an incorrect configuration, a sensitive document inadvertently disclosed
or a user with privileges that are too high, are just a few examples of situations that can
expose the company to serious consequences. IMQ Intuity's services of
VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT and PENETRATION TEST build on more traditional
analysis by adding intelligence actions such as OSINT research, the analysis of results
in the context of the business and the determination of the company's true risk profile.

SIZING
Based on number of item to assess
Infrastructure PT/VA and Vulnerability Management: number of
IPs
Web and Mobile PT/VA: number of Applications
Wi-Fi PT: number of SSID
IoT PT: number of IoT devices

Infrastructure Penetration Test and Vulnerability Assessment
Web Application Penetration Test and Vulnerability
Assessment
Wi-Fi Penetration Test
Mobile App Penetration Test and Source Code Analysis
IoT Specific Penetration Test and Source Code Analysis
Vulnerability Life Cycle Management (discovery, prioritization,
assignment, patching control)

SERVICES
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

BEST WITH
Vulnerability Hunting is a perfect companion of the Red Team Attack
Simulation. 
While the Red Team is aimed to get into the organization, reaching the
core of the business using different attack vectors, the Penetration Test
and Vulnerability Assessment service family are more focused on
finding as many issues as possible related to the technological
perimeter.

VULNERABILITY HUNTING
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We know how important it is to anticipate the problems. Often, attackers use
information they can retrieve from the Internet in order to prepare and execute an
attack. This information can be found on the Web, but more often into the most
inaccessible areas of Internet, known as: Deep and Dark Web. We use the same
sources of information to keep our customers ahead of the threats.

SIZING
Based on the size of the company
Those are all time-consuming services and the effort we are supposed
to profuse is correlated with the dimension of the company we are
working with.

Digital FootPrinting: we keep an updated map of your
infrastructure, so you gain control over your digital assets, and we
can control the security of them.
Early Warning: every time a new vulnerability is officially or
unofficially disclosed we let you know immediately, so you can
mitigate the risk or implement the proper countermeasures.
Deep And Dark Web investigation: we live into the Web, we
participate in hacker’s forums, we exchange information with the
underground population of the Deep Web, we have access to
information way before this is made public. If some sensitive data
about our customers are there, we will likely find it.

SERVICES
1.

2.

3.

BEST WITH
Threat Intelligence is complementary to Vulnerability Hunting
Vulnerability Hunting means to find known vulnerabilities already
present in an infrastructure.
Threat Intelligence means to find potential problems even before they
become real vulnerabilities. It is really a matter of knowing a thing as
early as possible and turning this information in preventive actions.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE
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Organizations have to do their best to prevent cyber attack to succeed, at the same
time they need to be prepared for the worst-case scenario: a hacker can breach the
defenses. In this case, a quick and efficient response can save the business from a
disaster.

SIZING
Based on the size of the company.
Those are all time-consuming services and the effort we are supposed to
profuse is correlated with the dimension of the company we are working
with. For the IN.SIGHT service, the number of assets to monitor is also a
sizing element.

Incident Response Plan: we can help an organization to define a
proper Incident Response Plan, a set of policies, procedure and tools
to use before, during and after a cyber attack.
Emergency Response: IMQ Intuity will assist the customer during a
cyber attack to block the attacker, to find the attack vector and inhibit it
to avoid the attacker to enter the company again, helping the company
to recover promptly to a normal operation.
Incident Detection and Response (IN.SIGHT): The service is aimed
at companies that want to equip themselves for the detection and
management of computer incidents or that want to extend existing
services by including visibility on what happens at the endpoint (PC
and Server), on mobile devices (laptops, smartphones and tablets) or
on cloud systems (AWS, Google, Microsoft and others). The service is
provided from IMQ Intuity Security Center by its teams of analysts and
ethical hackers with the use of a tool mixing together SIEM, XDR and
Behavioral Monitor capabilities. The service is offered with a coverage
of 24x7.

SERVICES
1.

2.

3.

BEST WITH
Incident Response Services works more efficiently after a Red Team
and together with a Vulnerability Management process in place
Emergency Response is the last thing an organization want to think of, it
means that a breach has occurred. Of course, the more we protect the
company, the fewer possibilities we have to be hacked. 
That’s why fix as many weaknesses as possible, technological and human,
should be the first concern.

INCIDENT RESPONSE
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People are a fundamental asset for every company, they run the business, they access
data, they use technological devices every day and everywhere. For these reasons,
people are the main target for most of the cyber attacks. 
Statistics say that 90% of cyber attacks begins with a phishing email. The only way to
mitigate this problem is to strength the people’s ability to recognize a threat and avoid it,
what ever is their role within the organization.

Security Awareness: IMQ Intuity's training services provides
employees with the basic skills to face cybersecurity threats
knowledgeably and autonomously, with training courses aimed at non-
technical personnel, even employing gamification.
Technical Training: even the technical personnel within a company
should learn how an attack works, we can help them to get this
understanding, we can provide ethical hacking training as well as
training on-the-job (also known as Purple Team), where we train
people while we do the Pentesting activities.

SERVICES
1.

2.

In Class Training: the teacher will be on site by the customer offices,
this is the best way to start an awareness process, the training can be
customized to fit special needs of the customer.
Webinar: similar to the In Class Training, but hold by the use of
videoconferencing tools, is the perfect way to reach a wider group o
people and keep the interaction typical of a teacher leaded training. 
E-Learning: this is the best way to reach all the company’s
personnel, even when spread all around the World. It is great for
building a continuous training path. IMQ Intuity provides a full
managed service using a well known and rewarded e-Learning and
phishing simulation platform: www.knowbe4.com.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE
1.

2.

3.

Phishing Campaign: a different way to create awareness to the users
is simulating phishing email to see how they react. The phishing
simulation can be combined with a sort of training for the users who
click the link.

PHISHING SIMULATION
1.

SIZING
Based on the number of employees
All of those service are linked to the number of users that will be involved.

SECURITY AWARENESS
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TECHNOLOGIES
BLUE TEAM DEFENSIVE
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Each company has its own history and culture, target market and business priorities
and, consequently, different levels of risk appetite. 
We select the best and most innovative technologies to integrate into our defensive
security (BLUE TEAM) services, with the aim of offering customers the most effective
and appropriate solutions for their business needs. 
Selecting the right service and the right technological solution to counter risks
uncovered by assessment activities (RED TEAM) is essential to creating an effective
and sustainable security plan.
We collaborate with market leaders to tackle this challenge together.

Manages application and infrastructure vulnerabilities, monitoring
the current state of security with a market-leading SIEM.

Constantly monitors the presence of sensitive information on the
web and dark web, to act before it can be used against your
organization.

Securely and intelligently manages one of the most critical
security assets: passwords.

Provides, on-demand or ASaS, one of the most powerful OSINT
search engines on the web, deep and dark web, because if there
is information that concerns you it is right that you know it.

Protects your business from the most advanced threats with the
most advanced technology on the market.

Trains your staff using one of the best Security Awareness
platforms for simulating phishing attacks.

Detects critical issues in web applications before they become a
risk to your business.

Fudo Security products allow you to monitor user activity with
access to critical resources, help companies to manage password
policy, and warn of suspicious behavior.


